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Art Projects
Art Can Die supports artists through decentralized fundraising, 
DIE community boosts the value of DIE Coin,
and timeless art emerges.

Flower of Life by Marisa Papen - Art Installation

Noir - TV Show

Everest Recycling by Jean-Michel Jorda - TV Documentary

Phannapast Taychamaythakool - Art Exhibition

The New Ark by Director Jacq - Art Exhibition 

Kranzedan and The Altar by Michael Hutter - Art Book and Exhibition

Seeds of Blue by Ilse Van Roy - Art Exhibition

Director Jacq - Art Exhibition

Abstract Man Triptych by Suwat Boontam - Art Exhibition

Art Can Die | 2021
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Marisa Papen is a Belgian artist who has been
making international news since she started to

exhibit her body nude in public and religious places
like The Vatican’s ST-Peter Square, Egyptian

temples, Jerusalem’s wailing wall, and Turkish
Hagia Sophia. 

 
Seen as provocative and even criminal, Marisa’s

daring effort is in the first place a powerful artistic
statement of a woman wanting to desexualize the

female body and express herself as a natural
engaged human being in a world that has lost its

bond with its natural origins.
 

She puts her own femininity back into the center of
our society as a pagan goddess of creation and
destruction, incorruptible and unafraid, pure and

untouchable. 
 

She calls herself an artist as well as a naturalist and
activist, inspiring different initiatives like the "Earth

Family" and "Plastic Sushi" to create awareness and
action for our planet's ill fate. Earth Family is a non-
profit creative studio, artist network, and agency. It
wants to speak for the voiceless and touches upon

social taboos to affect positive change.
 

One of her greatest talents lies in her intuitive
collaborations with some of the best contemporary

photographers and artists resulting in an
impressive collection of artistic pictures of herself

traveling all over Mother Earth.

MARISA PAPEN

Marisa Papen and Art Can Die are
collaborating for the creation of a

monumental statue inspired by her
own vagina that will function as a
walk-through gate and will need

sculptural and architectural
precision to be created.

 
In addition, Marisa prepares a series

of 13 moon paintings created with
her menstrual blood that will join the
NEW ARK exhibition of Art Can Die in

Europe.

Art Can Die | Art Installation 
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Art Can Die | TV Show 

Because DIE Coins are a utility token, investors will have
the exclusive benefits of being kept closely informed
about the evolution of the project. Additionally, each

investor's name will appear in the credits of the series.
 

As an investor, you will have the privilege to attend the
preview screenings, to meet and greet the stars and
creators of the show, and to receive a gift box with

signed memorabilia from the series.
 
 

Art Can Die has already invested more than $200,000 in
the promising TV show, with the plan of streaming it on

big platforms such as Netflix and HBO.
 

To align with our vision of a decentralized world, Art
Can Die aims to raise an additional  $2,000,000 in order

to keep the entire production independent. We are
hoping on a first raise of $50,000 to produce a short

intro film around the universe of "Noir".
 

 

100%
Autonomous production

An epic TV show 
 

Set in a futuristic monastery with beautiful
nuns, The Order is shaken by a mysterious
black spot that begins to grow on the walls

then spreads in the world and its living beings.
 

9 episodes

NOIR
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Everest may
still be the

tallest rubbish
container in
the world.

Art Can Die | TV Documentary 

Cleaning up Everest
is a great idea that must now

be recycled.
For his new documentary, Jean-Michel is focusing his
attention on how to recycle the huge amount of waste
left in the nature by tourists climbing the Everest. With

this holy mountain as a painful example, the new
documentary wants to be one of the attempts to

bring everyone's attention to the colossal elephant in
the room: the pollution of our planet, leading to the
destruction of our natural environment to a point of

massive extinction.
 

ART CAN DIE is supporting Jean-Michel Jorda's
mission and vision, with the co-production of this

upcoming documentary scheduled to release in 2022.

Jean-Michel Jorda is an award-winning French
director, author and adventurer committed to the
environment. For the last 20 years, he has been

climbing the mountains of the world and
particularly the Nepalese Himalayas.

https://www.artcandie.com/project-everest-recycling-jean-michel-jorda


Art Can Die | Art Exhibition

Phannapast is a celebrated Thai artist and a rising star of the
contemporary art and fashion scene in Asia.

Her unique style combines animal and floral themes with humor
and a fairytale-like imagination. Distinctively Asian at a first
glance, she also integrates Western themes, mythology, and
even sci-fi iconography, giving her work a universal appeal that
can touch visitors on any continent.

Her illustrations and paintings have been published in fashion
magazines (ELLE, VOGUE) and used by international brands and
malls (Bang & Olufsen, Nescafé, King Power, Siam Centre,, etc.).
She collaborated with Gucci for exclusive art walls and
advertising campaigns. Her art exhibitions in Asia are some of
the most hyped and visited from the last years.

ART CAN DIE collaborates with this original artist to create her
first breakthrough exhibition in Europe. This show will exclusively
include her newest creations. Expected for 2022.

During the New York Frieze Art Week and Cube Art Fair in May
2021, ART CAN DIE presented one iconic work of Phannapast on
100 different billboards and a giant screen on world- famous
Times Square.

PHANNAPAST
TAYCHAMAYTHAKOOL

Vibrant.
Over-the-top.

Attention to detail.
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For this creation of the New Ark, Director Jacq is
collaborating with Thai painter/sculptor Suwat

Boontam
 
 

Art Can Die has already invested more than
$50,000 in the creation of the New Ark, which is now
being built by the finest craftsmen and technicians,
and wishes to raise additional funds to organize the

tour of the Ark so that it can be seen and
experienced on every continent, in the best cultural

hotspots and museums, creating an online buzz
and a growing community of "ARKfollowers" who are

willing to spread the same unifying message.
 

Scheduled for January 2022.
 
 

Ark creation team
 

Director Jacq
Suwat Boontam 

Chatchai Wonglonla
Anusit Nontraudon
Sawanit Jaichuang

Sutthipong Srikaipak
 

Spreading a message of
unity to revive the

universal bond of all life.

Art Can Die | Art Exhibition

The New Ark project derives from the Ark of the Covenant, a religious
box that contained the original 10 commandments. It got finally
stolen at one of the invasions of Jerusalem. Centuries later, folks
from all over the world have been trying to find the Ark (Indiana

Jones found it back in Steven Spielberg’s classic) but it seems to be
gone forever.

 
The artist Director Jacq saw a link between the disappearance of
this ark and the way humans have desacralized every aspect of

their environment. By creating an impressive new ark he intends to
revive the universal bond of all life. The New Ark will be decorated

with the 10 basic metaphysical formulas found in every human cell,
living creature, music, light, and the whole universe. Besides, the Ark

will be streaming online 24/7.
 

While traveling the world, the Ark will invite selected artists to create
new artwork that will be exhibited around the Ark and shown online.

That way the new Ark will offer people from across the globe a
growing living exhibition of art pieces from artists renewing the

contract with the divine, the mysterious, and the unknown.

https://www.artcandie.com/project-new-ark-director-jacq
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Michael Hutter (1963) is a visionary German artist who
has spent most of his artistic career working in
separation, isolated contemplation, and manic work.

He consciously chose to work away from the official art
and gallery scene and is mostly autodidact, resulting
in an exceptional, original and pure art form that
reminds us of great classic masters like Hieronymus
Bosch and fin-de-sciècle artists like Félicien Rops,
James Ensor, etc.

He uniquely combines his craft and references with a
personal obsession for sci-fi imaginary, an ambivalent
fascination for (Christian) religion, occult and tribal
fantasies, and playful erotism.

Michael Hutter is not only a passionate painter, he also
writes short stories and novels about the eccentric
characters and creatures that populate his
imagination

ART CAN DIE collaborates with this extraordinary
artist on two different projects.

First, the concept art book "THE KRANZEDAN", a
collection of surrealistic short stories illustrated
with his beautiful paintings. 
Release 2021.

Secondly, ART CAN DIE is currently participating
in the creation of his 6 by 2,2-meter altarpiece
"THE ALTAR" that will be the ultimate
masterpiece he’s been preparing and wishing to
make for a long time.
Expected end 2022.

Art Can Die | Art Book and Exhibition
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Art Can Die | Art Book and Exhibition



Ilse Van Roy is a renowned Belgian multimedia artist, expressing
herself mainly through fluid unconventional shapes of glass and

textile. TEXTILE and GLASS; both worlds demand a different physicality
and perhaps form of breathing from her. From us. We are invited to

consider matter and space, sensuality and guts. Van Roy’s work takes
both materials to the limit and into the art of craft in combination

with numerous other media. Her work is a multilayered and
multidimensional conversation with the world around us. She wanders
into photography, video, print, and shapes spaces of objects, objects

shaped spaces, defining the void and fill.
 
 
 

“The last few decades have been marked by a new consciousness,
awakened like an elephant in the glass stores of our capitalist society

as a result of the global economic and environmental crisis. We are
vulnerable, not forever young, not forever pretty, not forever powerful.
Nature is fragile, and once the balance is destroyed, it will inevitably

hit us back. Each individual realizes that he is somewhere in that
cycle, between that beginning with birth and the end that will surely

come but does not reveal its secrets.”
 

The work of Ilse Van Roy always depicts this intermediate stage, in
which we all are "in-between" these phases, always uncertain, on the
edge of the abyss, vulnerable forever, to all eternity. Ready to forever
remind us that we should not run away anxiously. We can stand still,

have a look because nothing is forever, nothing is good or bad,
nothing is unbearably ugly or divinely attractive. It is both. Black is

light. Silently the work whispers something we have to dwell on every
now and then: "Memento Mori"...remember that you will die.

 
 
 

Art Can Die is collaborating with Ilse Van Roy to create her most
ambitious project to date: a collection of human-sized blue eggs as

a renewed exploration of our divine origins.
 

Her BLUE SEEDS will be exhibited together with the New Ark in different
European art capitals in 2022.

© Ilse Van Roy in a collaboration with Wim Wauman for Blauwhaus.

Art Can Die | Art Exhibition
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Art Can Die | Art Exhibition

Art from Above
Director Jacq is an Intergalactic creator

known for his mysterious hand-
embroidered paintings, capes, and

tribal-like objects. Operating from an
unknown location in space, he seems to
send artistic messages to the earthlings.
Only operating online, nobody has ever

met the artist to a point that his
existence had been put into question. Is

he an outsider artist, a madman or just a
character directed by another artist who
is pulling the strings? Whatever it might
be, his embroidered pieces bear witness

of a personal universe created with a
high level of craftsmanship and sense for
geometrical harmony. His works read like

religious manuscripts of a lost or never
discovered tribal society. 

 
Art Can Die is helping Director Jacq to

organize his first physical exhibition
where the audience will be able to

witness his embroidered relics in real for
the very first time.  

 
Additionally, Art Can Die is developing

his other project, the New Ark. 

https://www.artcandie.com/project-director-jacq
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Cities of Dreams 
 
 

Mostly black and white, his paintings illustrate
with almost mathematical precision the restless

imaginary cities of his dreams, always in
construction and transformation. Recognizable

but never figurative, the buildings in his
landscapes float between abstract art and

photography.
 
 

Art Can Die believes in Suwat Boontam’s
potential on the international scene and has

therefore planned multiple collaboration
projects, in particular the New Ark and a group

exhibition to be held in 2022. For that, Suwat will
create a classical Triptych that will accompany

the New Ark on its global tour. Suwat Boontam is a celebrated
Thai artist who won several

awards for his distinguished style
that sits in the middle between

painting and carving, through his
use of wooden canvases. His

brushstrokes with knife and chisel
make him more of a sculptor
than a painter while his work

gives the viewer an experience
that flirts with French

Impressionism, Russian
Constructivism and architectural

surrealism. 

Art Can Die | Art Exhibition
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